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Dear CDTA Captain and Player, 
 
When all matches are played, participants in a league enjoy a better playing experience and receive the fullest 
value for their registration fee. Therefore, all USTA League matches in the Chicago District Tennis Association 
(CDTA) are expected to be played. This includes each individual match that constitutes a team match. 
 
USTA League – directly through you as a volunteer captain (and indirectly as a player) – has a precious 
partnership with each facility that hosts USTA League matches. Facilities have many choices of programs and 
events they can host and run, and choose those that contribute to their court utilization and thereby to their 
profitability. If USTA League is not attractive to facilities, they will choose other programs and events to use their 
courts and USTA League will have fewer courts and times made available to them and progressively, fewer 
facilities at which to play. 
 
When a reservation for courts is cancelled, especially with only a day or two notice, the courts go unused and the 
facility loses revenue. Because of that, your team, the league that includes your team, and every league in the 
CDTA is adversely affected. While an individual court may be tolerated, the greatest and most severe damage is 
when a team default occurs. 
 
While facilities generally have a policy that provides for a court cancellation without cost, it is intended as an 
accommodation for members and a single court. A single court is relatively easily filled by a teaching professional 
or other members of the facility. Cancelling 5 courts in an 8 court facility is 63% of their capacity, almost never 
fully re-utilized, and therefore a 63% loss of their revenue expectation. 
 
Most team defaults are given by visiting teams. The home team, however, suffers the residual consequences. 
Multiple team defaults received cumulate and exacerbate the consequences. As a first step, each team that gives 
a team default will receive a disciplinary review by the CDTA Adult League Committee (ALC). 
 
A reschedule within the season, particularly that which occurs within days of the scheduled match day, has the 
same negative impact to court utilization as a team default. Captains are encouraged to ascertain player availability 
conflicts by doing the following: 

1. Prior to the season, evaluate and determine conflicts in the season duration such as: facility no-play dates; 
Super Bowl; Mother’s Day; Father’s Day; holidays; known vacations, trips, weddings, events, etc. 

2. Once the teams in a league are set, advise their players of the opposing teams’ home days and times. 
3. Once the schedule is set, ask players for a look-ahead availability for the scheduled matches. 
4. Find out what other teams each player is on and build your player roster to cover all positions of all 

matches (recommend 2x the number of players in a match for ESL/Fall and for Winter; 2.5x for Summer). 
The more teams a player is on, the less available they will be for your team. 

 
 
Sincerely, 
Greg 
Gregory J. Franzo, Chair, USTA Chicago District Tennis Association Adult League Committee 
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